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nvidia has released a new version of the gpu drivers, the nvidia geforce gtx 560 ti graphics card drivers for windows 7, vista, and windows 8 64-bit. these new drivers are
based on the release notes posted by nvidia. they provide support for the latest hardware features, including driver hybrid graphics, power management for notebook

computing, and the unified driver architecture. in addition to the download, you can also read the release notes on the nvidia website. [display]operating system: windows 8
pro x64directx version: 11.0gpu processor: nvidia geforce gtx 560 tidriver version: 331.82direct3d api version: 10cuda cores: 688core clock: 1000 mhzshader clock: 1000

mhzmemory data rate: 800 mhzmemory interface: 64-bittotal available graphics memory: 1280 mbdedicated video memory: 512 mb ddr3system video memory: 0
mbshared system memory: 1280 mbvideo bios version: 62.98.2e.00.a1irq: 16bus: pci express x16device id: 10de 05c8 0802150f nvidia has just released the latest graphics
driver for the geforce 8200 and 9400 series (geforce 8x00, 9x00, and 9x00 g). this driver brings support for opengl 4.2, which is the latest version of the opengl api available

to video cards. it also features opengl 4.3, opengl es 3.0, opencl 1.2, as well as nvidia g-sync (including variable refresh rates for displays up to 1920x1200) and cuda. the
driver also features full support for the new feature set available in the upcoming windows 8.1, including gpu-accelerated video decoding, video encoding, video

broadcasting, and gpu-powered computational photography and videography.
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additional features include:- total rendering control- unified power management to ensure your pc runs cool and cools down fast.- resource monitor to track gpu and cpu
activity.- real-time clock overclocking for enthusiasts.- anti-theft lock and auto-on features. default:brand: nvidiadevice id: 0x0026 display device id: 0x0022a

(unknown)driver name: nvidiadriver version: 327.23compatible operating systems: windows 7, windows 8manufacturer id: 0x1086 default resolution: 1366x768 (32 bits per
pixeldefault refresh rate: 60.00 hz (default)hardware acceleration: yes (on by default)power management: off (by default)edid: display information:% w:0.24 d:0.01 a:0.01id:
displays:% w:60.00 d:60.00edid: 00:edid: config status: 0x100000e edid/freq/active:000000/16000000/unknowncompatible edid:not edid supported, go to display settings to
enabledisplay ddi/video:display size: 1366x768 x 768x576 (dpr 30 display mode: "1920x1080"display mode: "1366x768" installation notes:- do not run any upgrade/update

programs, or install new drivers.- click on the driver version number for the driver version you wish to install. wait for the file to start downloading.- stop the download if
prompted and install the newest driver. the release of the latest game ready geforce drivers brings support for the latest directx 11.2 and opengl 4.3 apis, and is geared

towards the release of windows 8.1 and the forthcoming release of the intel haswell chipset. this driver includes support for a number of new features coming in the windows
8.1 release, including gpu-accelerated video decoding and encoding. this driver also comes with support for variable refresh rates, and will enable those with higher refresh
rate displays to have a much smoother gaming experience. this driver also features directx 12 support, and will be enabled automatically as part of the driver installation.
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